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INTRODUCTION

Although specialists in the field of preprimary education differ on

many asAts of goals and methods, they' generally agree that the compe-

tence and attitudes of teachers are major determinants of program effec-

tiveness.1, 2 In spite of this agreement, few empirical studies of teaching

have been repored, and virtually no research on teacher preparation and

education has been accutriulated. 8

From the-general literature on preprimary education, it ap,ears that

the majority of people teaching children under 5 years of age (in' sorne

countries, under/ 6 years) have had no preservice education at al1,0 and

most have had only sporadic workshops or short courses. ,.The proportion

of trained to untrained personnel is not simply a function of the tever of

industrialization oi a -given country, nor is it simply related to per capita

income or average educational attainment. Complex historical, political, and

economic forces seem to ,be at work (cf. Goodnow & Burns, Factors Affect-

ing Policies in Early Childhood Education: An Australian Case, in this vol-

ume). One of" the few fairly reliable generalizations about the field of

preprimary education and its teachers is that the younger the chitd being

taught, the less training the teacher is likely to have, the less status ald

prestige she enjoys, the fewer qualifications are required, the lower the

wages, and the longer the hours of work. 3

UNIQU,k CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIELD

In manjf respectS, tr education of preprimary teachers shares some

of the same prollireMs as the education of primary and secondary teachers.

However, education for preprimary instructors also possesses some unique

problems stemming from the unique characteristiCs of the field. These
A )

latter characteristics are taken up first in the discussion bel.pw, followed
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by consideration of the points in which education for preprimary teachers

is ,similar to 'that fotr other groups.

In regions Where preservice educa.tion is available for preprimary

'personnel; It is offered,tin a variety of 'institutions refleciing the wide
gvariety of settings in which such personnel are employed. Some training

is avaijable in social mirk Or- social welfare departments, or in institutioris
,

sponsored by social crk agencies (Husen & POstlethwaitec in press)

Other trainlng is offered in ,nursihg or medical- agencies or in 'highly,'

specialized yinstitutions such as Montessori irAtitutes, teacher training

colleges,: home economics departments of colleges or secondary schools,

vocational or 'technical secondary sChools, or human 'or child development

Li

r,

divisions of psycholvy departments in colleges or universities.

Role Ambiguity

Such diversity of training arrangements as well' as, employment. set-

tings (e.g. , nursery nchools; creches, kindergartens, day care centers,

etc.) operating for different lengths of the day and serving a variety of

age groups exacerbates a longstanding problem caused by unclear role

boundaries and role ambiguity, a situation which in turn leads to ambiguity

and confusion about appropriate goals arid content for those training and

education courses that are available.

Variations in Program Goals

Questions concerning what proportion of time available 'for training

should Joe allocated to educational or health issues (and within these, the

issues, of how much emphasis should be given to theoretical versus peda-
.

gogical studies or to the development of techniques for worsting with

parents) \are constant sources of discussion in the field (cf. Katz, 1977).
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Almost aI reports and proposals conce'rning the education of prepri-

wry teaherS emphasize the a uiaition of'skills and knowledge for build-
,

ing strpng ties with, parerp (.1 for helping parents to iMprove their

childrearing. In addition, working closely -with other Rrofessionals in' sUch
t -

related fidlds as meelicine, social work, nutrition, and primary aeducatiom) is

seen aS desirable (cf. National Seminar, 1978). In the case of developing

countries s u.ch as India, for example, many teachers are exOected to

recruit the mothers arri children into the program as well as teach child-

rearing, hygiene, crafts, home management, and-sanitation (Pakjam, 1978;_

Grant, 1082).

,
Low Wages

a

Another special characteristic of the preprimary field is the extent to

which education programs are staffed by volunteers, in some cases because

of the lack of funds with which to pay staff, but in others in order to

create an inform-al, family-like atmosphere. Im still other programs the

motive underlying the use of volunteers is to strengthen relations between

'the home and the preschool or to help mothers learn to work with children

'by voluntary participation in the preschool 1,_Singer, 1979; Playgroups, in

press)... These volunteer groups tend to undermine arguments put forward
(

by professional associationS and blf teadler trainers that teachers of youna

children need special' skills and knowle,dge, as well as advanced traininp

by which to acquire both.

Aside from tl-le relatively large role played by volunteers at this level

of schooling, preprimary education seems toNbe caught in a vicious cycle:

In the absence of training and qualifications, many preprimary teachers

,have feyv skills and are therefore very poorly paid;)aecause of the' poor

pay, people who do have skills will not seek employment in preprimary
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education setti'ngs. Because employees lack sophisticated skills or train-

ing, 'clients as well as sponsoring agencies are unwilling to increase pay.

In addition to the'poor skills/low pay cycle, it is a fact that the younger

the child in the setting, the loWer the child/adult ratio. This means that

when pay is-,incretsed, th'e costs of a program increase relatively dramat-

ically 'without corresponding increases in thet,number, of children assigned

to an individual teacher '(cf. Woocihead, 1 979). Furthermore, rigorous or
.0--

lengthy training is unlikely to attract candid4es when the\VItimate pay

scale is so low. Nevertheless, some attempts to break this cycle with new

,training initiatives and with the iptroduction of "professional" standards

and qualifications have b,een, reported and are discussed below.

GENERAL ISSUES IN TEACHER EDUCATiON AND

PREPRIM-ARY EDUCATION

Elusiveness of criteria for Good Teaching

Educatiog of teachers for all levels of schooling suffers from the ab-

sence of agre0-upon criteria of effectiveness--definitions of o,r consegais
,

upon what constitutes "good" teaching (Medley, 1 982). The teac'tier edu-

cation field is so diverse in termsof "philosophy," curriculum styles,'ages

of children served, length of the teaci-iing day, scope of' functions of

teachers, and so forth that such consensus on what constitutes good

teaching is unlikely to be achieved on a field-wide basis. And, since con-
.

ventional academic achievement is rarely of central Concern to peeprirriary

staff, standardized achir vement

appropriate or meaningful measures of te hers' effectiveness from which

test scores' are unlikely to be accepted as

inferences "about the worth of training can be made.
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Impact of Training

Another problem preprimary education shares with ,all other levels of

schooling is that even in those regions where teacher traininccis available,

doubts about its impact on ultimate teacher performance are widespread

Raths and Katz, 1982). Stx4 of these doubts are cast in terms of

the relatively greater impact of the ultimatek workplace on tea-Cher -perfor-.

mance as compa ed to the impact of the experiences provided during the

piteservice traini g. Other doubts are expressed- by both trainees them-
,

selves and the practitioners Who receive them after training has been.

cOmPletecl. The 'latter critics assert that, 'from their "objective" view,

training offered in preservice programs is too theoretical and idealistic.
.,

The candidates themselves, from their "subjective" view, also claim that

the training t y receive is not 'Sufficiently relevant or useful and reject it

as too theoretical as well. It is possible that both these vivis are justi-
,

fied and Tiacopriate, but without agreed-upon criterion measures It Is

difficult to empir ally.test them.

The "Feed-forward" Problem

One of the major difficulties in \designing and assessing the impact of

preservice traihing programs is the so-called 13feed-forwarcli! problem

(Katz, Raths, Mohanty, Kurachi, ving, 1981)--namely, the problem

stemming from the fact that preservice training consists largely of giving

students answers to questions they have \ not yet asked, or of provizling

Vtudents with methods for dealing with eventvlities rather than actual-

ities. The phenomenon includes resistance from the student at the, time of .

'exposure to given learning; and, laer, protestations that the same instruc.-
-,,tion , had not been provided,i,should have been provided , or should have

been provided in, stronger doses. Thus, for example, the advice that
..
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students should be more ful.ly trained P getian psy'chology and methods

may seem reasonable to a teacher enjoying success in her fifth on the
.. .

job, ut may seem irrelevant to a candidate ,struggling with the 'forthcorn-,-
-

kpinb Challenges of managi r 30 'reluctant preschoolers.

This "feed forward" roblerd, no doubt generic to anticipatdry Orofes-
.

sional .training in all 'professions, becomes an issue mainly when,the tr

ing staff expects trainees to appreciate the relevance and usefulness of the-r
training exercises and componentg provided for them at the time they are

occu ring. This hypothesized feed forward situation implies that upon

-olater- reflection, students' feelings, attitudes, -lieliefs, opinions, and evalu-

ations with respect to a given experience obtained earlier during their

ctraining may change, although candidates are unlikely .to believe so.

Thus, ',for example, students might be enrolled in a course in children's

literature which requires them to read 'and arthotate 100 children's ,books,

and resent the exercise at the time. However, it may be that during their

actual employment at a later time the graduate will change the nieaning of
0

that set of ekperiences, thinking, "I hated it then, but now l'q gla& they

made me go through with it, etc." Or, conversely, the graduate may look

back on an exercise enjoyed and- dismiss-it as irrelevant.

1.41 terms of the fee forward problerl, it may be useful to look at

teacher edudation in terms of three time periods:

Period I: Prospective -O.-pinions, feelings, beliefs, etc. before
training

Period II: Introspective Opinions, feelings, beliefs, etc. during .

training

Period Ill: Retrospective Opinions, feelings, beliefs, etc. after
training
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Periods I arm. II nray .be characterized by the conviCticm that one knows
.1*

how one iS "goinb' to feel during the next .periods. Opinions, feelinas,

beliefs, etc. may be positive or negative a4bout the anticipated or actual

experiencedduring both periods, or they may 6e mixed. The experiences
9

of Period II cannot be changed during Period III, but the evaluations of

them may chapge once or often fluctuate during Period III. An 4xample .

4
taken from another field is a study of the 'vacillates of a business school,

all of whom shared the same curriculum (Neel, 1978). Graduates were

asked after 3 years, 7 to 10 years; and 12 to 15 years how the curriculum

might have been betted or improved. Graduate's with 3 -years oP4the job
, 4 ,

empriasized increasing the "how to" elements of the curriculum; aracluates

'with 7 to 10 years pf experience suggested additional courses in human

relations, psychology and sociology., and how to get along 'In organizatims.

Graduates with 112 to 15 years experience stressed the need for additional

cOurses in philosophy, religious studies; and literature. :Though grad-

uates might not have accepted th.pir 'meniors't 'predictions that they might

have such opinions in the future, Neel points out that

It was quite obvious that the more e>iperienced business profes-
sionals were more interested than the younger men in reaSsess- )
ing, who they were as individuals and at what place they had
arrived in their lives as well as their careers. '(p. 7)

In a sense, then, it is in the nature of thin

know how they will feel alAut a given experi

that 'students cannot

a later poi,nt in 'time.

The actual experienCes obtained during the tr-elning never change; onlw

the meanings put upon them and the evaluations given them'rnay change

later in the light of sithsequen1 teachincj experi4lces. It should be noted

that the meanings (including feelings,, attitudes, beliefs, opinions, evalua-

tions, etc.i associated with the experiences obtained during training may

be correct -or incorrect, positive or negative, at the time -they., occur as

1.0



well as in retrospedt. In other words, the feed forward hypothesis states

that though the experiences obtained during training never chanee, retro
,

spectively, in the li6ht of on-thp-job experience, graduates may. ascribe

new meanings to them.

Another issue associated with the feed forward paradigm is whether

the meanings and values assigned .to earlier

experiences are systematic', and if so, what is the system? If tvie hyPoth-

such retrospective changesin

esis is empirically confirmed, it could imply that teacher education:must be

designed and rationalized on bases other than the extent to which students

.accept or like what is offered (at the time they experience it) or whether

they can even gras the relevance of tS .comporients. Ideal bases for

rationalizing the desig content of teacher education should at least

include theories of adult learning,and of professional or occupational social-

ization. Ilowover, it appears that the pattern and structure of training

programs are determined more' by tradition, economic exigencies, and corn,-

mon sense than by such theoretical formulations. Confirmation of the feed

forward hypothesis would_i require longitudinal studies of several ,dohorts of

--,------dRididates from their training through several. years of employment.

ProblemS of Content

problem shared by .early childhood teacher training and'

training for other levelS of schooling concerns the appropriateness and

sufficiency of the content of the tgining courses. Invariably, course

rvisions involve additions' of new specialities and experiences, givin'g ri'se

to steady indreases in the length of training required. Questions such as,

What proportion of the required work should ,be studied in Itow much

depth? arise constantly. However, .it is not clear what criteria, theoHes,
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or rules for decision making should be used to,answer these kinds of con-
.

tent questions.

From the scattered reports available', the preService education of pre-

rimary/ teachers 'appears to be following a trend noted irl,veducatiOn for

teaching at ihe upper levels--namely, toward longer periods of training

and greater proportions of 'the training. being -allocated to theoretical or

.11Tundation6 subjects. One of' th 'best known specialized training pro-.

gramg- for(Nlhose who work with youn diildren, nursery nursds training tn

the United' King om, has undergone great changes in the last 10 years,

In 1974 the 2-yea course was _changed 'so that instead of its traditio41

three-fifths time a ocated to practice, and two-fifths to theoretical or
0

academic work; the proportions are now reversed. In addition, 'the re- ,

, quired age for entry Was -raised from 16 to 18 years. 'Many of sthe spe-'

cialized nursery .nurse training institutions and prograMs raised their

general, .academic entrance requirements as wello and certifying itxamina-

tions haNie been upgraded substantially. These changes reflect increasps
t-`'

in the, knowledge base (particularly in the area of child developmenk and

parent/child rellons), increasing comple)tity of childrearing and education

in general, and strong pressures within the field for greater professional-

,ization (Batten, 1981).

A developmental ,perspective. Considerable interest has been, shown

in addressing such questions as those outlined above ih terms 9f develop-.
mental stages trainees are tjought to undergo. Katz (1972) Proposed that

in the case of preschool teachers, most of whdm had little or no\-preservice'-
,

:".7 training, the aspects and components of teaching with whicb they need

assistance change as experience accrues.

Kr-



Four stages of preschool teacher development have been hypothesized

as occurring -in sequence, although the duration of each stage may vary

among individuals. The firt of the four hypothesized stages is celled

survival. This stage is characterized by the trainee or :teacher being
-

preoccupied with management and control of the group of children, keeping

them reasonably busy and content, having the children accept authority .

andaccede to demands, and being liked by them. A second stage, called
4,

'consolidation, is cWined as a period that begins when th trainee or

teacher hat mastered control and management of the whole group and can

provide suitable activities to which the Children re;pond favorably. Now

the trainee or teacher becomes bncerned about individual children whose

behavior is different from that of most of the others, who appear to be

atypical to the teacher, or who are seen not to be learning or responding

as well as the teacher would like.

A third stage, called, renewal, beginning perhaps after 4 or 5 years

of teaching, is characterized by a subjective feeling, of becoming stale or
-

weary of the same routines--tired of reading the same stories, singing the

same songs, celebrating the same festivals, and perhaps finding that daily

work with young children has become intellectually under-stimulating.

Teachers in this stage typically ask for fresh ideas and techniques, new

materials and methods, and enjoy and welcome opportunities to exchange
1

ideas and materials with colleagues in workshops. A fourth stage, called '

maturity, reached earlier by some than by others, includes" the teacher's

acquisition of self-renewal strategies but is marked further by the ten-

dency to ask deeper .and broader questions about the nature of education

and its relationship to society, about historical, philosophical, 'or ethidal

issues in teaching, and so forth. The latter stage has been diftiCult ta"
icc
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\validate, .ince many preschool personnel move up into .directorships or

other ancillary or administrative posktions if they stay in the field as long

as 5 years.

mplications for teacher training program 'Content. The application of

developmental stage constructs td preprimary teacher education, can have

three kinds of benefits. First, trainees and teachers can be helped to

ave(3t their own "survival" strutAgles at the beginning of their careers as

Ain the nature of things" and can thus put 'their lack of assurance and,

,occional fumbling into perspective, achieving greater patience with their

ovin learning processes. Second, teacher education cOurses can be de-

,signed rn such a way as to concentrate on providing at least minimal "sur-
,

vival skills" for trainees, but could do so in such a way as- to strengthen

trainees' dispositionS to be resourceful -and to go on learning after the

basic survival stage is over. That is to say, One could, offer trainees

very practical "how to" exercises and equip them with activi,ties to carry

"out during their initial teaching experiences (perhaps enough for the first

2 or 3, months of teaching). Such activities and projects could help train-
-,

ees get started; as- soon as they feel comfortable with these "sur ival kit"

activities in the real life setting with the children, they can begin to

develop their' own activities and style, making plans for classroom activities

over the longer period. The third and related value of looking rat teacher

education from a developmental perspective is that courses could begin

with' the very practical "how to" aspects, oif teaching and end with the

theoretical subjects (e.g., psychology, philosophy, etc.), thus reversing,

the typical sequence.

It may also be useful to reconsider the best time period during train-

ing at which to provide the observational experiences that are4sually
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given strong emphasis in the training of preprimarr\and priMary teachers.

If there is any validity at all to the application of the dytelopmental stage

metaphor to teacher training, and to the' four hypoti izO stages outlined

above, it* sUggests that exercises in the observation of children may be

more fruitful if taken after having had sbme actual classroom experiences
-7

with children rather than before, as 'is customary. Young, inexperied

students generally find observation of children unrewarding, if not b ring. .

Studies of the extent 'to which exercises 'in observation of children affect

subsequent teaching skills have not been found, yet these eXercises remain

an almost sacred component of many training courses. Perhaps candidates'

restlessness with classroom observation exercises also fits ,into the feed

forward hypothesis in that -retrospectively, graduates will acknowledge

their value. However, no empirical data addressed to this Essue have been

found.

Field experiences. Of all of the components of a preservice education

course most strongly recommended for teacher education, teaching practice
44,

or Aleld experience appears to have top priority, though the amount of

practice provided in preservice teacher education courses v.ries widely.

Arrangements for field experiences also drfer from country to country.

, Some countries require practical or field experie'nces in a suitable or
\tirapproved setting before admission to a formal certificate or diploma coutse

4

(e.g., Sweden). Others feature practical exPerience similar to an interrt-

ship throughout the rfatod of training (e.g., nursery nurses' training in

the United Kingdom). Still otherg provide as many as 3 years of academic

work prior to field practice (e.g., courses for social pedagogues in the.
Federal Republic of Germam;-7cf.' Aus,tin, 1976).4 Empirical studies of the

effects of different amotmts of practice are few and inconclusive (Davis,

1975).



In an interesting series of studies of selected characteristics of stu-

dents and the field placements to whicii they were assigned for practice

teaching; Becher and Ade .(1982) reported pata suggesting that students

relatively low' in self-confidence perform better in practice teaching when

matched with a cooperating teacher who is relatively weak or "under-

whelming." Appareritly such students' self-corifidence is further erOded

when matched with a cooperating teacher .who appear to be'full of assur-

ance and who makes teaching "look e sy." Becher and Ade's research"
41

suggests that attempts, to match stud nts' characteristics (such as self-
,

41' assurance) with those of the personnel in the field placement,could increase

the effectiveness of the practice teaching or field experiences provided in

training.

The relative merits of imposing the practical or field experience

requirements earlier rather than later in the training course are also under

scrutiny. Early- field experience is assumed ,tO have the advantage of

giving trainees better opportunities to t y on the future teaching role and ,

therefore to be better able to make an informed career choice. Early field

experience i also assuktvd to make theoretical studies more meaningful and

useful, since the practical and theoretical components occur simultaneously.

However, one investigation of students in training for elementary teaching

has indicated that the early field experience overwhelmed the students and

that their more theoretical courses, rather than assuming greater rele-

vance, became distractions from the urgent and salient realities of coping

with the field setting (Luttrell, Bane; & Mason, 1981). The results of

another study also failed to confirm the assumed benefits of early field

experience (Shorter, '1975).
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The qualities of practice and setting: Another major issue in need of

empirical investigation is the frequent complaibt of insufficient opportunities

for students to observe "good" practices. Questions concerning both the

timing and arnouff of practice become virtually irrelevant if the cOmmUnity

lacks settings in which trainees can observe such practices. In poor,

conditions the truism that "practice makes perfect" leads rather to a eSitua-

tion, in which "bad practice makes perfectly bad." It can be argued that

trainees do learn from imperfect or' "bad" practices in field placements.

However, just what is, learned is not dear.

Students in preservice education programs are also known to complain
i

often that the field set ngs in which they practice require them to engage

in pedagogical practic s that their trainers and supervisors deplore or

reject. The "bad field setting" 'predicament implies that the supervisors or

tutors have special responsibilities to help trainees interpret and under-

stand the realities of the field settings as well as- to cultivate their capac-

ities to adjust to those realities while simultaneously preparing to be able

to ultimately progress beyond them. The apparent gulf between educators

of teachers and practitioners in field settings has not been studied ernpir- -

ically, b t is reflected in much comment in the general literature in educa-

tion (cf. Katz, 1977). Such discrepancies between the idealized practices

advocated by the staff of teacher education institutions and the actual

professional practices re field are no doubt generic to professional

education in all areas.

At the other extreme of the field experience spectrum, some training

courses may provide practice only in idealized laboratory settings, which

may be- different from more typical extra-campus settings. The more

"artificial" training environment may encourage graduates to learnrkills

ts!,



which are actually maladaptive ta field settings outside the university

situation. However, helping trainees to become aware of a range of alter-

native risractices and field conditions by' using films, slides, videotapes,

and other materials may minimize the distorting effects of constant expo-

sure to "bad" practices or to highly idealized settings. In addition, simu-

lation exercises, role playing, microteaching, and the use of specially pre-

pared slides or videotaped critical incidents in teaching, together with

solicitations of responses to sRecially prepared questions about the inci-

dents presented, may help students to transcend local practices (Medley,

1982).

RECEN'T DEVELOPMENTS IN INSERVICE EDUCATION

4nasmuch as most preprimary personnel have little or no preservice

education, various approaches to the education of those already employed

merit particular attention. Two types of inservice education for prepH-

mary personnel are outhned below, and a brief summary of an extensive

inservice education project is outlined.

The "Advisory Approach" to Inservice Education

The'i first method of inservice education is known as the "advisory

approach" (Katz, 1974); employed in Great Britain, parts of Australia, and

sporadically in the United States and elsewhere, this friethod grew from the

earlier use of school inspectors (Bolam, 1982). In the early 1970s Queens-
-.

land became the first Australian state to adopt a policy of statewide access

to preschool education. This very large state was divided into nine re-

gions, and advisors were assigned to provide technical assistance to pre-

school classes within the regions, some of which are extremely isola-ted

geographically. Many of the preschool teachers in country schools are
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"very young, fresh from their training college coqrses taken in the larger

cities of the state. These teachers are assigned to "country servicefor

at least the first 2 years of their teachina careers. Preschool advisors,

appointed by the Department of Educafion of the state from among praCtic-

ing preschool teachers, serve -as , advisors for 3 yeaZrs, after which they

return to preschoolC-classroom teaching. These advisors are expected ,to

make regular visits to all preschool classes within their regions, to provide

moral as weH as .technical support, and to conduct workshops on particular

teaching or curriculum issues. Many\--"df them also provide services 'through

resource or teachers' centers in the region. T ese ,preschgol advisors
-

have no inspection or sanctioning authority; their} roles are limited 'to

providing support anthencouragement to practitioners.

The Enabler Model

A variant f the advisory approach is the Enabler Model of inservict
4

training (Katz, 1972), developed especialIV for the inservice education of

Head Start teachers in the United States and subsequently adapted for the

support of day care staff (Holt, n. d.). This variant of the advisory

approach may be useful in regions just beginning to develop their prepri-

mary resources.
114

The objectives of the model are to, help the local communities served

by the Head Start program to define and achieve their own goals and

purposes, to offer help and advice in such a way as to enable ,local leaders

and participants in the program to discover and develop their own strengths

and talents as well as to soltre problems on their own, ,and to assist Iota1

staff and participants to build and strengthen relationships with their own

local resources and agencies. Qualifications of consultants engaged to

perform in the Enabler Model include extensive experience in early child-
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hoOd education and related fields, special skills in working with parents of

diverse backgrounds, and demonstrated ability to be sensitive to' the

community's strengihs and resources (Hort, n. d.).

The model is conceived in terms of two phases: "initiation" 'a\nd

"maintenance." During the initiation phases tehe "enabler" is expected to\

meet with aH community groups involved in the programs (e.g., staff,

volunteers, parents, social, medical and nutritional. workers, primary

school liaison persons, and so forth). During formal and informal discus-

sion with each group and among the groups the enabler encourages 'and:

facilitates the expression of community members' preferences, stressing the

goals and purposes the members themselves want to achieve. During the

second, or maintenance, phase of the mod,el the enabler's role is to pro-

vide support for smooth 'operation of the program. During this phase the

enabler's functions include supplying information, serving as a link

tween all segments of the wider community involved in the welfare of the

presChOOl children in the program, interpreting the progratrn in terms of its

own agreed-upon goals, serving as a, source of support and encourage-

men appreciating staff strengths, occasionally demonstrating skills and

techniques, and serving as a neulizer of conflict (cf. 'Katz, 1979).

Although no controlled empirical studies have been reported or the

application of the Enabler )Aodel o.r other variants of the advisory approach
t-tkto ,preprimary inservice education, the following points have emerged from

several years of experience. First, advisors or enablers have had to

struggle to resist the temptation to give advice too early in the develop-

ment of their relationships with the,program or community to be served.

Problems arising from giving advice too early are -not a matter of the

rightness of the advrce, but of allowing enough trust between the advisor
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'

and advisees to be developed so that the ,advice can be interpreted as an

offer to help rather than' as criticism from an outside'.expert.

Second, advisors who live in the cOmmunity being advised have, the

advantage of greater untrerstanding of local Concerns and preferences, but

they have the great disadvantage of being in too close = and Tntinual

contact with 'the participants to be able .to have a detached, respectfyl,

and realistic oyerview of -participants' contributions to the day-to-day

quality _of the program offered to children.

Third, it appears that, dependin6 9n the distances between preprt-

mary settings, a maximum number to be served by any one advisor, orf
-

enabler might be 'between six and ten. This makes the advisory approach

to inservice educatio?, very e),(fEm+sive, since the- qualifications- for advisors
e

are at the highest level available in the educational system and isalaries

tencl*to reflect AheS'e. high educational qualifications. In addition, work of

the enabler is by definition itinerant and incurs costs of travel and accom-

modation in most regions Studies of the relative cost-benefit ratios of the

advisory approach:as c ared to other forms of inservice training (e.g.,.

courses, workshops, secondments, or release time for selected staff),

which take into account the ultimate long term benefits to the. preprimary
A

field in a given location, are greatly needed.

Finally, the advi.sory approach, as illustrated by the Enabler Model,

seems to be worth conSidering seriously in planning inservic4 education for

less developed countries. The Enabler Mode-17-defined as a "non-model by

some--puts strong emphasis on the values and goals of the locale to be

served. lts principles encourage'sensitivity to the readiness of the teach-

ers to try alternative solutions to -4he pedagogical, social, and material

problems they face within their own working environments. AdditiOnally,

21



assi-staRce is directed toward a response to the realities of the actual

situations at hand. Thus,3 rather than approaching the local program with

a predetermined curriculum model, the enabler is expected to take into

account the local i aterial resources, customs, and preferences, as well as

the readiness of t e available staff to try' alternatiye practices and expert-
,

ment with different, approaches. The introdkiceion of a curriculum or a se't

of teaching strategies which might over-tax the local personnel and 'mate-

rial resource , no matter how well-supported, by empirical data gathered

elsewhere, can only lead to a sense of failure which in turn might "back-

lash" into a hardened position insisting on the rightness of the previous

customary 'practices thbught to be in need of amelioration.

In order to implement the principles of the advisory approach of.
, _

Enabler Model within inservice education, ,the persons selected to do so

must have itad extensive experience and -possess a variety of interpersonal

as well as pedagogical skills, making the cost of the program a 'serious

consideration. However, if the ,advice and assistance given is of optimum

quality, the, long term proff ean be expected to be greater than that

accrued from less expensive" one-shot worksholDs or short courses. s Empir-

ical tests of such predictions would be useful for the 'planning committees

in less developed cOuntries.

The Child Development Associate

By far the most radical departure from. conventional 'training of pre-
.

primary personnel is the Child Development Associate (CDA) project,

introduced in the United S6tes, in 1972. This project 'has deliberately

attempted to upgrade the quality of teaching in Head Start classes... A.

Child Development Associate is defined- as a person able to meet the spe-

cific needs of children in a preprimary setting by addresSing their physi-

2

lir
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cal, social, emotional, and intellectual growth; by establishing and main-

taining an appropriate child care and learning environment, and by1 pro-

moting good relations with the parents they serve.

At the time tfle CDA program was conceived in the early 1970s,

competency or performance-based teacher education and certification was

enjoying great pOpUla?-ity and credibHity in the United States, especially

among state and federal education agencies, and the CDA project was

heavily influenced by this trend. To date, the United States federal

government has invested more than 50 million dollars in its development,

testing, and application, 'indicating the importance given, to strengthening

the competence of Head Start personnel especially and other preprimary

personnel generally. In the 10 .years of CDA's existence approximately

111 MO- individuals have been credentialed, virtually all of whom, were

already employed in Head Start or simiter programs at the time they under-

took the training and completed the credentialing process (Klein and Lom-

bardi, irv press).

The CDA system consists of several interrtateç1 segments. The most

central one is the set of CDA competencies which all candidates must

demonstrate in situ in order to be awarded the CDA credentiszl; The

second major segmerct is CDA training, which must follow guidelines sped-

fied by the federal g ernment in addition to being focused on preparing

candidates to denionstrate their competencies. The third major segment is

the CDA Assessment and Credential Award System.

CDA competencies. 0,ne of the unique features of CDA training is

the specification of teachin9 competencies, developed by spetially assembled

preschool professionals a endorsed by the major presch'ool professional

These competencies cover six broad goals ilpf preprimaryorganizations.
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teayig, emphasizing such areas as teacher resp,onsibility for health and

safety, mstimulation of physical and intellectual development, strengthening

self-concept encouraging,group participation skiHs, expediting cooperation

between home and school, and performing other supplementary responsibil-
..

ities. Each of the competency goals is further Subdivided to yield a total

of 13 so-called "functionäl areas." In addition, nine "personal ca cities"

are listed as essential features qf the CDA requirements. These include

such capacities as being sensitive to children's feelings, listening and

adapting language to-suit children and families, being protective of chil-
-

Iklren's individluality, and so forth. The competencies, functional areas,

and personal capackies form the basis upon which CDA training programs

are designed,' although the precise links between demonstrable teaching

skill and training curricula or content are'clifficuJt to akentain.

Training. Though \no specific restrictions are placed on the manner

in which training prograzs address the competencies, functional areas, or

personal capacities, the follow g training criteria are recommended:

1 The training mu t be based on the- CDA competencies and should

lead to their acquisition.

2. Valid credit should .1p\e offered for CDA training.

3. Fifty percent or more of the intern's total training time must be

spent in upervised field work.

4 Xcademic and field experiences must be integrated.

5. Training must be individualized according to each intern's

strengths and needs with respect to acquisition of the CDA

competencies.
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Training must be flexibly scheduled 'o that length of traintirig

time-and exit from .the training program depend on each intern's

acquisition of the ,CD"A competencies. (Vincent 60-lamby, -1981,
JJ

p. 12)
1

Flexibility in length 'of training per individual is deliberately encburaged in

order to take into accopnt the wide range of experience, education, and
I

' ability in Head Start personnel. T o -be eligible for assessment for the

credential, 'Candidates must be 18 or over and must have had at least 600

kow-s" of eXperience working with _children ages 3 through_ 5 years; that
0

experience must also- be attained in'a group :'Setting within the 5 years

preceding application for the credential (Human Development Services,
AlAs.

1982). No data reporting the actual range of length of training have been

reported.

These guidelines and criteria. have been developed in such a way that

any institution with relevant experience arid lappropriate personnel may

provide training for CDA credential candidates, adapting their own teacher

training curricula in any ways they wish to ensure the candidates' acquisi-c

tibn of the prescribed competenCies. Since the training and the credential-.

ing segments of the CDA program are completely separate, no institutions

are specifically or officially "entitled" oby the government ,or the state to

offer training or to award credentials; and no insfitutions or organizations

are excluded from providin9 tftaining. The original planner-s of the CDA

specifically wished to make training and the subsequent credential available
A , ,

in a wide variety of institutions at various levels of postsecondary educa-

tion. However, to date most CDA training has been subsidized by the
L_

United States government, which thereby exercises some control over the

implementation of Uwe training guidelines and criteria.
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'T-heCredential ssessment and Award System. By far the most
A

unique aspeCt of the CDA System is itsCredential Assessment and Awar4

lystemt (Ward & CDA Staff, 1976), wkich continues to undergo develor

men.t, extensidn, testing, and refinement. The process begpls when a9

applicant for candidacy has been ac-cepted "into the credential award sys-
,.

tem." As indicated above", the- applicantTust be at ,least 18, years old and
9

have had at least 60,0 hours of experienoe with children within the preced-,

, :el
ing 5 years. Once the applicant formally becomes a CDR credentia,1 candi-

.

date, she must select a 'field trainer (often an experienced membeic..;of the.,.
,

staff with Whom she is working) and an individual to representt nts°. ,

. cAta.of her pupils as well as the -cOmmunity. The trainers must be approved -

by the Bank' Street CbA NatiOnal Credentialing Program, a 1pational Office .

whkh carries' responsibiky for the assessment and credentialing processes.

The assessment of competence is carried out by a Local Assessment Team

(LAT) consisting of the candidate herself, the trainer, a parent/community

representative, and a representative of the CDA National Credentialing

Program in Washington, D. C. These four people gather information

relevant to all aspects of the CDA compeLencies and include consideratiOn

of a portfollo prepared by the candidate which serves as a' repository of

evidence of work with children .and parents related to the competencies.

The commiltee makes the final decision as to whether or not to recomMend

the candidate to the national office for- the award of the CDA Credential.

In this way, the processes ot training, assessment of compe,tence, 'and

ultimate awarding of the credential are completely separate--a real depar-

ture from conventional training and certification proc es.

Implications for other programs and research.. The sses involved

in the assessment and, ultimate awarding of the CDA Credential are fairly

tat
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complex, involving the participants in the LAT in many hours of observe-
,

tion and meetings. However, a number of aspects of the CDA training and

credentialing process could be adopted by others without taking on the

whole systw.

The competencies and functional areas constituting the "standards"

CDA are both basic and reasonably universal, and can serve as guidelines

for the training of preprimary personnel in a variety, of cultures and

settings. Competencies deemed locally inappropriate could certainly be

discarded or adapted. Another aspect of the training system of potential

value in various settings is that it is flexible and individualized so that

single cohort of candidates must engage in ;all of theSlame exercises 'in

no

he,

same sequence at the same time; many candidates Will be able .:,to.demOn-
) I

strate competence in ,some functional ,areas at the outset of their training

and thus can move on to others for which they do, need trainina and

practice.

From the information available to date, it ,appears that the aCtual

training provided to CDA candidates, improves upon conventional training

primarily in terms of the explicitness of its- goals and objectives, and in its

dear commitment to the acquisition of demonstrable skills ir working with

children and their families. Unfortunately, no studies of the validity of

the credential have been reported as yet. Thus, while the functional areas

nominated as representing essential competencies for effective teaching of

young children appear to have faCe v"alidity; it is not yet known whether

those .awarded the CDA credential and those who fail the assessmentlpro-
IJ

cess woad be judged different from each other by 'blind" observers: I

In ddition, since the pass/fail decision to recommend the candidate

for the crectential award is made by the LAT, three of the four members of
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which are -selected by the candidate herself, the possibility of highly

biased assessment is very great. (It is certainly very likely that the

votes are "stacked" in the candidate's favor in advance of the assessment

of competence.) In addition, the extent to which the standards applied by

one LAT in one setting or community are like the standards applied by

anothe LAT is not known. The potential for a "rubber yardstick" is

indeed pcesent. Whether universal standards for competence are important

nough to forego opportunities for local input into staff quality is not a

esearch issue, but lies rather in the realm of educational policy. The

raining guidelines and criteria put strohg emphasis on 'coordinating the

seld work'and course content in order to minimize failure. However, since

he main thrust of the CDA program is on "demonstrable skills" and "ob-
44t

ervable competence in working with children," course content is program-

matically in second place.

Given the generally unexplored state of the art of teacher education

in the preprirnary field, elements of the- CDA training ihd credentialing

system deserve empirical study. For example, the composition of the LAT

provides for genuine participation of the representatives of the focal com-

munity served by the candidate and gives the candidate herself a role in

her own, assessment.. What are some of the important dynamics of the
--t

process? What happens when the LAT member representing the CDA

national headquartersa) specially trained representative of the national

credentialing system--differs with the local judgments of the candidate's

competence? Fidw can the overall 'competence of the profession be up-
-

graded or Modernized to incorporate innovative practices and new ways of

thinking about children if the local (and often remote) community has such

a large voice in the asSessment process? On the other hand, might the

23
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extent of local participation in the process faciHtate dissemination Of new

ideas to the, community in a way that formal Meetings and* lectures might

not?

Some informal and anecdotal reports of the experiences of candidates

who have progressed successfully through the CDA training and creden-

tialing process suggest that its various elements (e.g., creating a port:-

folio, appointing an LAT, being -observed in the classroorh-,by the LAT

members and receiving their feedbac_4( in the LAT meeting, etc.). create a

type of "Hawthorne Effect." All the details involved in bringing together

the assessment team, knowing that the parent/commun4 representative

will solicit parents' views, and so forth seem to ern a strong signal that

the job for which one is trained and assessed is an important one, one in

which the candidate as well as others have a real stake and a genuine

interest. While so Many people who work with young children, particularly

r4ay care centers, feel Undervalued and often depressed (cf. Whitebook,

Howes, Darrah, & Friedman, 1982), the activity surrounding DA training

and credentialing may play a powerful role in improving morale and commit-

ment. The kinds of potential side-benefits of the system should, be studied

with naturalistic methods, questions of the validity of the credential should

be addressed with foi-mal experimental methods, and both of these types of

studies shobld be undertaken before others are 'Urged to adopt the rather

complex and cumbersome CDA systiem. Research confirming validity and
M10

other positie effects would then make the CDA system a potentially valu-

able one, particularly in regions still in the early stages of developing

training methods for preprimary teachers.
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CON 6Lu SIONS

Information concerning the education of preprirnary personnel is

scattered and primarily descriptive in nature. Virtually no research

concerning the relative effectiveness of alternative approaches to training

and education has been found. In areas in which preservice- training and

education is available, approaches appear to be quite varied and to be

caught in the general trend toward increasing in length as well as
- -

strengthening of academic components. Research testing the relative

impact of various types of content,' the early versus late teaching practice,

the value of training in "child observation" skills, and the application of

"developmental stage" concepts to the design of preservice training would

Joe useful. Empirical testing lis also needed to address the question of the

optimal proportion of preservice to inservice training, given that financial

resources are limited. Preservice training seems to produce immediate

effects that fade with on-the-job experience, whereas the type of inservice

training represented by the advisory approach and some of its variants

may produce positive effect's in the long term.

4
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FOOTNOTES

1 The term "preprimary" is used here to refer to what takes place in
NI<

group settings (for children who are below the age of entry into formal

kimary or elementary schOol classes.

2 An earlier version of this chapter is forthcoming in T. Husen and
IS

T. N . Postlethwaite (Eds.) , International Encyclopedia of Education: Re-

search and Studies (London, England: Pergartimon Press, in press) .

3 The feminine pronotin is used only for the sake of> convenience. The

increasing number of men engaged in teaching in preprimary settings is a

welcome development.
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